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AbsLract

The objctiv [e of t] is thesis is to study ways to enhance

the mixing of two parallel streams of air by modifying the

trailing edge of a separating plate. An apparatus was de-

signed which achieved two-dimensional, uniform flow near

the center of the test section passage. A single element

hot film probe was used to acquire data. The probe was

oriented parallel to the plate trailing edge. The turbulence

intensity, based on the fluctuating velocity components

perpendicular to the hot film, ranged from 2.2 percent in

the freestream, to 38 percent in the plate wake. Measure-

mn:nts of the wake were made by varying the velocity ratio

of the secondary to primary stream from 1.0 to 0.375. Data

was taken in and upstream of the asymptotic region. A

simple flat plate and a flat plate for which the trailing

edge was slotted with five, eight millimeter slots were

investigated. The ratio of slot width to plate overall

width was 0.157.

The flat plate wake was found to have better mixing

than when modified with slots. The flat plate wake had

higher turbulence and greater width than the slotted plate

wake. No velocity ratio of the two streams was found to

maximize the wake growth for either configuration. Wake

growth doubled when the secondary velocity was 40% of the

primary velocity as compared to the wake growth for equal

velocity streams.
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I. INTRODUCT ION

In many sy;Lems it is de-irable to mix pariillel, co-flow-

ing gas streams in. the shortest practical distance. It occurs

in aircraft turbofan engine designs that combine the core

flow with the bypass flow to permit exhausLing the entire mass

flow through a single nozzle. Significant increases in per-

formance can be obtained whc these mixers are properly de-

signed. Blackmore and Thompson (Ref 3:1) use an advanced,

three-dimensional, viscous computer program to solve the

design of a turbofan lobed mixer. They report that the

mixer increases efficiency and lowers thrust specific fuel

consumption by 3 to 5 percent at cruise. Another current

engineering problem is to promote mixing of hot and cold

streams to provide a change of stream temperature to meet

a particular need. An example is the reduction of engine

exhaust plume temperature profile to reduce its detectability.

Dr. Arthur J. Wennerstrom, Chief of the Compressor

Research Group, APWAL/PO, is the sponsor of this work. His

work suggests that slotting the trailing edge of the last

stage bladerow of an axial flow compressor could diffuse the

blade wakes and increase mixing in the combustor (see Figure

1).

As a first step in this area of research, a flat plate

was selected. Modifications to its trailing edge could be

studied in an effort to enhance mixing.

9



Fi.1Trailing fldce Crcnf-ations Applied to anm Axial

Corqrcsf- or Stator
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lrcr! purpo::, ' ()f thi. ; work is to iinves:tie(1to modifications

to the Lrailijng (dgje of a wall zeparating two co-flowinq,

parallel streams of gas. Tie modifications are intended to

increase the mixing of the two strcams by the use of! slots.

Turbulent wakes are chosen as the subject of this study

due to their high mixing characteristics. In order to limit

the complexity of the apparatus, the parallel. streams are

chosen to be incompressibie, and two-dimensiJon:jl airflows.

Since the streams are of the same total tt--iicraturc, heat

transfer will be neglected. The temperaturo iind pressure of

the air are such that the flow behaves as , i ideal gas.

An existinyj calming chamber will be usd to provide a

coimon source for the pirall.c] flows. Devices that establish

resistance to the flow will be provided in the respective

streams as needed to establish the desired velocity ratios.

The apparatus will be checked for uniform, non-separated

flow of uniform turbulence level in the freestream. A flat

plate separating wall will' be tested to determine the extent

of the wake growth and its interaction with the apparatus

wall. boundary layers. Data from the flat plate wake will be

compared with empirical and theoretical work of others to

evaluate the quality of the flow and establish a base line

case for comparison with the wakes of subsequent trailing

edge modifications. Finally, a modification to the flat

plate will be tested, which consists of five, eight millimeter

3



slot-s cut. into the Lroiiiuc edqJe.. The doiUa of both plates

will be zilcIyztd Lo de Lermirne vih Wh con f-iqJuation azch ieves

the better rixing.
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1I1. TIIHEORY

This chaptur summa'izes pertinent knowledge found in the

literature and shows how these facts relate to the enhance-

ment of mixing of two parallcl streams of air. A general

definition of turbulence is given, followed by those character-

istics which lend themselves to good mixing. Ways to measure

turbulence are then surveyed, followed by a discussion of

flat plate wakes.

Cebeci and Smith define turbulence in part with a quote

from Hinze:

Turbulent fluid motion is an irregular

condition of flow in which the various quanti-

ties show a random variation with time and space

coordinates, so that statistically distinct average

values can be discerned (Ref 7:3).

Turbulence is a three-dimensional phenomenon, in which

diffusion of flow properties occurs much more rapidly than

in laminar flow (Ref 7:26). The velocity components of

turbulent flow can be decomposed into time average and

fluctuating components. Since mass is transferred across

the mixing layer by the fluctuating velocity component

transverse to the wake, any increase in the transverse

velocity fluctuation causes more complete mixing to occur

(Ref 1:53,55).



CCLLec.i and Smith report that the downstream response of

a turbulent bnundary lay(!r to an ohstacle in its path is more

rapid thin the response ol it laminar boundary layer. They

cite the work of Klebanoff and Diehl which shows that the

turbulent boundary layer returns to an undisturbed state

quicker than the laminar boundary layer due to the high dif-

fusion of the turbulence (Ref 7:92).

In turbulence, velocity fluctuations interact over many

scales of time and length to produce mixing. The smallest

eddies do not contribute much to overall mixing, and eventually

dissipate as heat energy due to viscous shear. The largest

eddies contribute most to the transport of properties in the

wake, but eventually, they break down into smaller eddies.

Schlicting points out that, from empirical data, turbulence

in subsonic flows mixes flow properties more completely than

in supersonic flows (Ref 13:739). The subsonic turbulent

wake offers the most thorough mixing.

The motion of turbulent eddies adjacent to a non-turbulent

flow entrains the freestream into the wake. Thus the wake dif-

fuses into the surrounding flow. Browand explains this action

in terms of vortex pairing in his study of two parallel flows

mixing behind a splitter plate (Ref 5:129). Brown, studying

the mixing layer of a plane turbulent jet, shows that the

slower flow is entrained by the faster flow. The rate of

entrainment is shown to be weakly dependent on the relative

densities of the flows, and strongly a function of the differ-

ence in the flow velocities (Ref 6:38). Entrainment in the

6



mixi n j region dii (ct] y Lffcts the growth of the wake.

In , , wake bhI. nJ a h.dy of apprreciable thickness, the

turbulcr-e devclo, a ne.arI y constanL character with time

and distance, following a region of woke development. The

region of development is called the transition region and the

developed region is called the asymptotic or self-preservation

region. The asymptotic region is identified by its behavior

according to a similarity law: velocity profiles at different

downstream locations can be non-dimensionalized as a single

curve. Turbulence intensity also obeys a similar similarity

law. Turbulent wakes have a universal behavior which is inde-

pendent of the body shape in the asymptotic region (Ref 9:1388).

For wakes of circular cylinders, mean velocity profiles show

that similarity exists beyond about 80 cylinder diameters

downstream. Turbulence intensities do not become similar un-

til 200 diameters (Ref 15:113)

Figure 2a shows a uniform plane jet exhausting into a

region of uniform, slower flow. As the jet interacts with the

slower flow, shear layers grow between the flows. The initial

region of the jet is defined as the region where the potential

core of the jet exists. The main region of the jet occurs

downstream of the initial region. Experiments have shown that

in the initial as well as the main region, velocity profiles

exhibit similarity. Due to the symmetry of the plane jet, the

shear layer of two flows of different velocities, mixing down-

stream of a thin separating wall (Figure 2b) exhibits the same

7
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Initial region 1'ain Region

a) Jet i Uniform ,1w (Prf 1:4)
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Fig. 2 Mixing Pegion S(doati c
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simi larity,, as the volocity profiles in the mixing layers of a

pl ane jet (Rof 1:4-]0). ri.cause the ,.,hearing forces from

the diffcence in the two velocities promote additional mix-

ing in the wake of the separating wall, the mixing region of

either a plane jet or a flat plate depends strongly on the

velocity differential across the mixing region

Characteristics of Good Mixers

In the design of mixers for turbo-fan jet engines (see

Figure 3), it has been found that a smoothly flaired lip at the

exit of the by-pass duct passes more flow and increases ef-

ficiency of the mixer (Ref 16:26). In the design of any bends

of the separating wail of the two streams, this fact must be

considered. A large region of separation due to an abrupt

bend would increase losses in the flow.

Stratford, Jawor, and Smith investigated the mixing of

two streams of air in a centrifugal flow field. The flows

were found to mix better when the fluid of higher total pres-

sure was centrifuged through the fluid of lower total pres-

sure (Ref 14:12) The extent of mixing was measured by the

width of the mixing region (Rcf 14:11).

The effect of mixing fluids of different densities was

not considered in this thesis, but the extent of mixing was

assumed to be directly proportional to the width of the

mixing region.

Turbulence. Measurement

Turbulence ha, been characterized in many ways including

its intensity, lencith scales such as the Taylor and the

9



a) Convorgcnt Nozzle b) Pl~drxl Tip Nozz e

Fig. 3 Convergent Nozzle and Flaired Tip Nozzle (Pef 12:13,28)
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Komiogrrov scale s, the po,;.(r s;pecti:A ensity of the cddies,

the Reynolds sheor stress ciponents ond temo-A and spatial

correlations of the above (Rtf 7:13-24) Of the many ways to

measuru turbulence, one of the most basic is the use of a

single element hot wire prol)., which was used in this study.

Research on Flat Plate Wakes

Many researchers have studied the wake of a flat plate and

the findings are well established. Agrawa], Pande, and

Prakash studied thc near wake of a flat plate at zero angle

of attack. Velocity defect was measured across the wake and

at several downstream stations. Turbulence intensity was

plotted versus vertical distance across the wake, made dimen-

sionless by dividing by the trailing edge displacement thick-

ness. Velocity defect was plotted in the asymptotic region.

A single element hot wire probe was used (Ref 2:140). Similar

studies were also found in references 8 and 9.

Abramovich summarizes the work of several researchers

with dimensionless plots of velocity defect for a two-dimen-

sional, incompressible wake of a flat plate. Data is shown

in the asymptotic region for streams of equal and unequal

velocities (Ref 1:28,29,140). This empirical data agrees with

the Law of Decay of the Velocity Defect (Ref 1:133-139). It

is expressed in the following equation:

U-u = f(n) (l-n3/2) 2

U -um

11



For th 2 wake of two p ral](1 str(fflms of equal velocity, the

local dmen ; ion] e.s vrI oc.LLy coc it, is a function only of

n, the coorcinAte mrasurnxd acios!; th- wake width divided by

thu wake half width (see F'igure 21)). This theory is also

modified to account for cases where the velocities of the

streams are not equal. Data in this study was compared to

this theory whenever possible.

Ways to Enhance Mixing

It is a ,,;ll-known fact that vortex generators in a flow

generate turbulence, and that flaps on an airfoil create large

mixing regions downstream. Vortex generators have been used

in various ways to enhance mixing. Schiicting reports that

for a triangular body with its vertex pointed upstream, when

a splitter plate is located behind the body in the rccircula-

tion region, and oriented parallel to the flow, the wake grows

at twice the rate as that of a flat plate placed perpendicular

to the flow. The von Karman vortex street is inhibited by

the plate, and so the wake becomes unusually wide (Ref 13:739).

Vortices of opposite rotation have been created in a dump

combustor to speed the mixing of fuel and air (Ref 12:i).

Turbulence needs continuous supply of energy to fuel the

deformation work done by the viscous shear stresses (Ref 15:3).

Therefore, to enhance the mixing in a flat plate wake, modi-

fications must increase the energy supplied to the shear

stresses. Methods of producing a larger or energized shear

layer might include bending, crinkling, or slotting the plate

12



tra i ling cd.eT ... "cng diverc. the flov., in different direc-

Lions cr--tirq shear layer. having different orientation's in

the wake. Small jets; of air blowing into the main flow would

energize the boundary layer to increase turbulence. Of the

modifications considered, the slotted flat plate was chosen

as the first modification because, if it increases mixing, it

would do so with little penalty of drag.

The mathematics of turbulent flows are complex and solu-

tions are not generally known.

Since the equations; of motion are non-linear,

each individual flow pattern has certain unique

characteristics that are associatcd with its

initial boundary conditions. No general solution

to problems in turbulent flow are available (Ref 15:3).

Solutions to turbulent mixing flows must be studied by the

analogy of experimeint.

13



III. AqPIARATU, AND PROCEDURES

The Ijuo'-e ol II i:; chitptekr is to (give a dcscription

of thoc (quii;mcnL, holwv it was u .,d to obtain the data, and

in genCral, wLWt data was taken. Following the sections on

apparatus dc,.;iqn, data acquisition, and data reduction, the

apparatus pr(-3iminary checkout is discussed.

Ap 1i. atn ts Dc .-

An experimental apparatus was designed to achieve two

parallel streams of cj. , separated by a flat plate, which

were allowed to mix in the wake of the plate. The wake was

to be turbulent and the flows were to be of uniform freestream

velocity and turbulence intensity.

The working fluid was chosen to be air. Optical glass

walls were used as the sidewalls of the test section to per-

mit visualization of the flow with smoke, tufts, or by means

of a Schlieren optical system. Air, supplied by the AFIT

facility compressor at 100 psi and room temperature, was used.

Velocity of the flow was chosen in the incompressible

range. Design velocity at the flat plate trailing edge was

300 ft/sec, roughly a Mach Number of 0.3. The pressure

differential needed to exhaust the flow to thisvelocity was

calculated to be 0.751 psi from the incompressible Bernoulli

Equation. Test section flow area was based on the compressor

din:charge capability of 1.0 lbm/sec, using conservation of

mass at stuady state. Density was calculated from the ideal

gas equation of state. The area required to pass the total

14



available supply of air at des ign velocity was 6.21 in 2 .

An area f 4. 0 in 2 
ws conskwt ive] y chc)sen for the design.

The length of the plate was based on ReynQlds number con-

siderations. For a turbulent boundary layer, the Reynolds

number at the lower end of the turbulent flow regime is

3.2x10 5 , from Schlicting (Ref 13:37), Boldman, Brinich and

Goldman designed a similar apparatus and cited a limiting

Reynolds number for turbulent flow as 105 (Ref 4:724). Using

Schlicting's limit the minimum length of the plate was found

to be about 2.0 inches. For a reduction of velocity of 33%,

as anticipated in the experiments, the minimum length triples,

so 6.0 ini was chosen for the flat plate length.

The apparatus is shown in Figure 4. Hardware included

the conical diffuser, the filter paper and perforated plate,

the adaptor to the square calming chamber, the calming chamber

itself,and one straight-walled convergent section. The square

cross secLion stilling chamber used three internal flow screens

to mnix the flow. The hot film anemometer was chosen as the

primary form of instrumentation. The life of the sensor is

directly related to particulate matter carried by the flow

field. Four paper filters were used to eliminate dust at the

entrance to the chamber. Since the velocity of one stream

had to be made more variable, separate calming chambers for

each air stream were initially considered. A simpler design

was possible using one common calming chamber with a total

pressure loss imposed on the secondary flow stream with various

cloths to obtain various velocity ratios as needed.

15
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To tt.-i. k I if 'n t mod i f: cI - ins , th f- I a L p.l ate , hel d by

fricti on, v, mJud t,. slide :i sot; il the wal 3 s immecliatfciy

u-s tream ol Lhe ten t .ction ( see 1 que 5). This require-

mont dictated that a section of constant width enclosed the

plate. The cloths also had to be replaceable to obtain dif-

ferent velocities, and were not mounted at the jlate leading

edge because the cro:3sfiow potential which they would produce

there was expected to contribute to non-uniform flow in the

test section. The cloths were mounted one inch downstream of

the leading edge, dividing the plate into two parts which

butted together at the screen and cloths.

At this juncture, the sidewall surface had a sharp corner.

A ]/8 in rubher gasket was installed which located the screen

and cloths 1/8 in downstream of the corner. Any separation

of the wall boundary layer at the corner was intended to be

adequately diffused throughout the flow downstream of the

screen.

On the downstream side of the screen, the height of the

channel had yet to be red'uced to that of the test section.

A straight-walled convergent section between the last screen

and the test section would have resulted in a sharp angle at

the juncture to the test section, possibly separating the

flow along the upper and lower test section walls. Elliptic

walls were us;ed to gradually reduc2e the channel height and

provide parallel flow at the test section entrance.

In the (esign the calmed flow passed through the existing

stiaight-wl-lud convrgent section. Another straight walled

17
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conrvergenit seuti on .: dr.<ic, ied, pteservinq the wall angles

of tLh(o exi.stiniq hardwzare. It:! ,:-,it width was that of the

tost :;! ctjon, 5.1 cm. lch eL reluction was achieve(: by a

section havinq elliptj : il top and bottom walls as recommended

in the literature (Ref 30:46). The trailing edge of the

plate was made to protrude into the glass-walled, test section

for visual positioning of the probe and possible optical. in-

vestigations. The plate was made of aluminum stock, 0.050 in

thick, and the ratio of the test section area to the calming

chamber area was 0.033.

Data Aceuisition

The single element hot film anemometer system was used

to measure the flow velocity. The DC and RMS voltages were

measured, then interpolated on the calibration curve to get

the mean and fluctuating velocities. The hot film was not

rotated in the flow.

The instrumentation consisted of:

I. TSI Model 1050, constant temperature anemometer

2. TSI Model 1,266 and K478 sensors; each film was

0.0020 in thick

3. Ballantine Laboratories Model 32QA, True RMS VTVM

4. Hewlett Packard Model 34701A, D.C. digital volt-

meter

The probe was mounted in a Gaertner Scientific Company

floor standing traverser, Model 1021. As an aid in preliminary

checkout, static pressure ports were installed above and

below the training edge of the flat plate. A pressure line

19



wa conlected to the wll of tho sti)l l 1g chamber to indicate

toL-al pren-;u-. re:;ure in,. were connjected to water

mallnole tu i-i;

The procedure of testing was as foal lows:

1. The electron ics were turned on and the ambient
temperature and pressure were recorded.

2. The hot film was aligned parallel to the flat plate

trailing edge.

3. The electronics were considered warmed up when the

STAND-BY output of the hot film remained 2.0 volts within
0.005 volts over five minutes duration. At this time, the
apparatus was run up to a total pressure of 22 in of water,
with the probe out of the airstream to blow out any foreign
matter. This presszure gave approximate design conditions
in the test section.

4. With the film oriented parallel to the plate trail-
ing edge, the probe was manually positioned and data were
recorded.

Whenever fluctuating values were read, an estimated

average was taken. Every half hour the anemometer was ad-

justed back to the STAND-BY condition. The probe was cali-

brated four times during the research. Maximum deviations

from previous calibratiohs were within three percent error

in velocity. Appendix A discusses the calibration technique.

Traverses were taken at three distances from the plate

trailing edge: location A was 0.15 in downstream; B, 4.45 in,

and C, 8.80 in. Location C was 1/8 in from the exit plane of

the apparatus, as shown in Figure 5.

Figures 7 through 12, discussed in detail in Chapter

IV, show data taken from the flat plate wake at velocity

ratios of 1.0, 0.66, and 0.375. The velocity ratio, U, is

20
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defin-cd to he the ratio of the slower, secondary, to the

fast,.r, }:,ri ry, flow veloc.LiUe in the frecstream at loca-

tion A. Di.ffo-ent vlocity ratios were obtained by inserting

cloths upstream of the last screen on one side of the plate.

The same cloths were used for the slotted plate tests.

Data Rcductioa

The data were reduced with the aid of two computer pro-

grams which processed voltage, velocity, RMS voltage, and

the data point coordinates. The output consisted of the raw

data and computed dimensionless parameters for plots. The

x-direction was parallel to the plate trailing edge, the

y-direction was perpendicular to the x-direction and was

vertical, and the z-direction was orthogonal to x and y, in

the downstream direction as shown in Figure 5.

To discern the boundaries of the wake regions from the

freestream, a turbulence parameter was formed, based on the

assumption of a linoar voltage-velocity relationship in the

calibration curve, over a given range of fluctuation. The

turbulence parameter was defined as the ratio of RMS to mean

hot film output voltages at a data point. Usually the as-

sumption of calibration curve linearity is valid for either

linearized hot film output or for turbulence intensities of

less than 0.05. Freestream intensities were calculated to

be 0.02 and so the calibration curve linearity is justified

for locating the outer boundaries of the wakes. Typical cal-

ibration curves are presented in the Appendix.

21



For thW region within thv wakes, Lhe turbulence intensi-

tics reach typical. values of 0.38 or moru. Here, the turbulence

para-rmeter no longer iidicate turbulent intensity. Turbulent

parameter values are used only as a means of comparing relative

levels of fluctuations within the wakes, since turbulent in-

tensities were not calculated for each data point.

Ap_paratus Checkout

Uniformity of flow and freedom from boundary layer ef-

fects were of great concern in the untested apparatus. Tra-

verses were taken at A and C to determine the flow condition

and the final extent of the boundary layers and wake.

The preliminary apparatus checkout dealt with six points

at each axial location. Axial locations examined were the

standard A, B, and C locations, shown in Figure 5. Table 1

showes the six check points used to insure that the wall

boundary layers did not effect the wake development. The

uniformity of velocities and RMS values at points 1, 2, 5 and

6 indicates that the corner boundary layers are less than 0.50

in thickness. The high RMS values at points 3 and 4 show

that the wake is detectable along the length of the channel.

The apparatus and inst:umentation functioned satisfactorily,

so a detailed investigation of flow uniformity and boundary

layer growth was performed and discussed in Chapter IV.
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TaIPI( I Poundary Liycr Checkpoiits

1,(ea r Vi e . o, T(--.,5t Sc t i.o m

in

31

2.0 in 3

5-I - - 6

72 i in

2.0 in

Velocity at A at B at C

Point Average P uctuatiing Ave. Fluct. Ave. Fluct.

1 271.0 9.33 274.0 9.17 282.0 10.18

2 271.0 9.33 275.0 9.33 282.0 10.18

3 235.5 52.31 247.5 20.00 261.0 1-5.00

4 253.0 35.71 251.0 .20.64 261.3 15.00

5 275.0 9.33 276.0 9.17 282.0 10.36

6 274.8 9.17 277,0 9.17 282.8 10.46

NOIU: Velocity in f/sec.
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iV. RE:SUL]TS AN'D DT;CU28lNI

This chaI Lor will }i. snt. and analy~c the data and then

determine it the modificat-ion to the flat plate trailing

edge achieved better mi.xing than the flat plate itself. The

velocity ratio of the two airstreams, U, is defined as the

slower, or secondary, divided by the faster, or primary,

freestream velocity. When U = 1.0, both streams are of equal

velocity. First, the investigation of the boundary layer

growth on the apparatus walls is presented. Data from the

flat plate, taken at the three downstream locations within

and before the asympLotic region, and at three values of

velocity ratio, are compared to the two-dinicnsional wake

theory in Abramovich. A non-uniformity in the flow is ob-

served in the data and its effects are evaluated. Next the

modification to the flat plate is described. The data from

the wake of the modified plate is then analyzed, and the

wakes from both plates are compared. Comparisons are made

based on turbulence parameter.values, velocity profiles,

and turbulence parameter profiles.

Boundary Layer Investigation

An investigation of flow quality was conducted to

determine the extent of boundary layer growth and flow uni-

formity in the test section. The passage was traversed in

the x-direction, parallel to the plate trailing edge at A

and C, both near the top of the passage and in thte plane of

the flat plate (see Figure 5). These data are plotted in

Figure 6. The sidewall was located one inch from the passage
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centerline and i.s not shown on the figure. The quality of

the flo-; was uni form, -_uxcej_,L at A in the wake region. As the

probe neared the sidewall, the boundary layer became evident

from the simultancous decrease in velocity and increase in

turbulence parameter. At C, the wall boundary layer appeared

to be 0.2 in thick on the sidewall.

From laminar boundary layer theory (Ref 13:140),

6 = z5(Re)-
1 /2

where 6 is the boundary layer thickness based on the down-

stream distance, z. The laminar boundary layer was calculated

to be 0.045 in thick. From turbulent boundary layer theory

(Ref 13:638),

6 = 0.37z (Re)- 1/5

the turbulent boundary layer was calculated to be 0.188 in

thick. Both calculations used z = 8.0 in to represent the

boundary layer near C, and did not account for the boundary

layer thickness at the test section entrance, since it de-

pended on the static pressure gradient in the elliptical

convergent section. Since this pressure gradient was nega-

tive, the boundary layer thickness at the test section entrance

was taken to be small. The boundary layer calculations above

predict the order of magnitude of the boundary layer thickness.

From Figure 6 at C near the upper passage wall, the boundary

layer was seen to be about 0.2 in thick, which agreed with the

calculaLed turbulent value, and not the laminar value.
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TraverL;u QU were next made in the vertical, or y-direction,

across thi wake on p]e }assagje centerl ime, at A, B, and C.

Fro'm the ve-crtic:tl traverses, 1'igure 7, the thickest boundary

layer was about 0.'2 in thick at C. Also from Figure 7, the

wake thickness at C left a freestream region of about in

between the boundary layer and the wake. For a flat plate

tested at velocity ratio of one, a margin area of freestream

flow - in thick existed between the wake and the upper and lower

wall boundary layers, so that the boundary layers did not grow

into the wake in the test section.

Discussion of the Flat Plate

In examining the data from the flat plate wake, several

objectives were satisfied. The wakes were found to grow

with downstream distance without inteisecting the wall bound-

ary layers. The velocity profiles showed similarity downstream

of a region of wake development, and this similarity was in

good agreement with the two-dimensional, incompressible wake

theory of Abramovich. The turbulence intensity profiles were

not tested for similarity, since no similarity law was found

in the literature, but the turbulence parameter in the wake

did show tendency to reach a constant value with downstream

distance. These. points will be developed in detail in the

following paragraphs. For the remainder of the discussion,

only data from the vertical traverses will be discussed.

From the turbulence parameter plots, Figures 7, 8, and

9, the wake clearly widens with downstream distance, at all

values of U. Maximum turbulence parameter decreases rapidly
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.*' 1i '11"1 t
1 

-n l siex,( fr-on 1; to C. J'i(Ylvos 0 and(

I(C3 1ny. :1 (1 II (I Iq Ii hC, \7 C)A f theI ~V(.C, r

ta n ] , c. ;yii,)( )t I g(on 1, i '.. , ThL, j)Oak Vol1112s

of the turbe uct pu rmaitcr, which occur in mid--wade, increase

as the velocity ratijo -;s loweired.

The vielocity profilos, FJ.qures 10 to 12, illustrate

similar vwalte growth. As U decreases in Figures IT and 12,

the gradient of veloci ty across the wake diiinishes and the

width of the wake grows with downstream distance. In Figure

10, the point in the profile at C showing high velocity deficit

on the right side of the plot is judged to be evidence of the

top wall boundary layer.

In the as ;mptoLic region of a turbulent wake, the

velocity profiles are similar, when plotted as dimensionless

velocity deficit versus dimensi.onless distance across the

wake. The data was compared to the theoretical plane wake

curves from Abramovich (Ref 1:140), in Figure 13, to de-

termine to what degree the profiles were similar. The data

of B and C fo] low the theoreticel] curve when U = 1. 0. The

daLa at A shows more scatter. The data of Hall and Hislop,

shown in Abramovich (Ref 1:140) were taken at a downstreant

dimensionle.-ss distance, -7/D, of 10 and 17, where z is the

distance downstream of the plate trailing edge, and D is the

plate thickne"s;. In this experiment, the z/D for A was 3.0,

for B, 89.0, and for C, 176.0. Figure 14 shows the measure-

ments of t he ol'Lmemsionless velocity at the center of the wake

p1 o(ed acv i o.t z/D (Pof 9:1 38E). Data is shown for U = 1.0
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at the thiec locations u~ually cyamni_e(i, and for U = 0.66 at

sever i :ocatio->; betw Len A and .. T'ii t hcoretieal curve was

not clearly uocutmv2nted anl conseqpcently the plot shows what

was available in the literature cited. The data taken be-

tween A and B do not fall along a curve consistent with the

data at D and C. More data points are needed to fully sub-

stantiate the data trend. From this plot, it is concluded

that A is in the pre-asymptotic region, whereas B and C are

in the self-preservation or asymptotic region of wake dc-

velopment. The velocity profiles at B and C are expected to

exhibit similarity, and thus fcrm a baseline case to which

velocity profiles of modified flat plates may be compared.

The Wall Effect

The velocity profiles in Figures 11 and .2 show graph-

ically a flow non-uniformity. On the secondary flow side,

the velocity increases rather tha:n holding a constant value,

for data points near the wall. A similar phenomenon occurs

on the high speed side, but to a much lesser degree. Visual-

ization of the flow in this region was conducted with a tuft

of string secured to one end of a hand-held rod, and by

blowing smoke through the static pressu :e port on the low-

speed wall centerline near A (see Figure 5). Both methods

gave no evidence of a recirculation region near the wall.

The flow proceed " downstream from the flat plate without

separation at the wall. An explanation for the increase in

velocity is that the elliptical-wall convergent section,

which cnds 3/8 in ups.;troam of the plate trailing edge,
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0accelerates the flow near its walls fastter than the flow in

the passaqge centor, hch pa.,:es through with less curveature.

lii the lateral traverses, this effect is not present, since

the side walls of the el.liptical section do not converge. With

a longer elliptical section more gradual channel convergence

would occur. Thi. wall effect might be less severe and more

uniform flow might be achieved.

The data of non-equal velocities, U less than one, were

plotted In Figure 15 with the two-dimensional theoretical

similarity curve referenced in Abramovich (Ref 1:28,29). The

data at the outside of the wake again suffers from the wall

effect. The overall matching in the wake is considered good

for all values of velocity ratio. Using the data from the

flat plate as a baseline, the data of the modified plate

will now bo addressed.

The Slottd Plate

The modification to the flat plate trailing edge was

the slotted plate as shown Figure 16. The concept of

slotting the trailing edge was chosen as a result of work

done by Dr. Arthur J. Wennerstrom. Five slots, each eight

millimeters wide, were cut into the flat plate as shown.

The simple slotted trailing edge offered the potential of

mixing enhancement without the penalty of increasing form

drag. Figures 17 through 22 show plots of turbulence

parameter and velocity profiles for the slotted plate at

A, B, and C, and for the three velocity ratios. Figures 23

and 24 show velocity similarity profiles for the slotted

pl-ae for the three velocity ratios.
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Plate thickness 0.05 in
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SlO t ta 1

8tm

Full Scale

Fig. ]6 Slotted Flat Plate
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T() cjail. [ill (1" v i i. t he LQ f I ec t C) t IleC slo.Cts on the dow-

sti1 Cw( , rn-'i q i O , (,t w0Are tiken at U 1. .0 and 0.40 at

A, Ith oii tho cente]i l.es of the i dde slot and an adjacent

tab. In ceniral, measurements taken on the tab centerline

show lower velocity (Piqui-e 22) and a higher level of turbu-

lence pararnete (FigureL. 17 and 19). The z/D for the tab

centerline data at A is 3.0. If the z distance for the probe

location behind the slot is measured from the upstream ex-

tremity of the slot, the z/D is 6.937. The wake behind the

slot is still in the pre-asymptotic regioni as evidenced by

the bad agreermlmt of the: data at A with the similarity profile

in Figure 23.

The similarity plot of the slotted plate data (Figure 23)

shows that at U = 1.0 the data at B and C match the curve with

slightly more scatter than the corresponding data for the flat

plate. In Figure 24, for U = 0.66 and 0.40, the data at B and

C exhibit sim.ilarity but with more scatter than the flat plate

between abscissae of 0.2 and 0.7. Here the data do not show

as much curveature as the theory. This indicates a departure

from the two-dimensional flat plate wake similarity which

occurs in the high velocity side of the wake.

Comparison of the Slotted and Flat Plate I-lakes

From the turbulence parameter plots, the maximum turbu-

lence parameter for each profile was recorded in Table 2.

The maximum turbulence data shows that for both plates turbu-

lene p;araniete decreases with downstream d.i stance, and decays

mnore slowly in the asymptotic region. Maximum turbulence
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T. d) i1 &2

i"I.AT IAT: WHTAK); wri ni MA I III :' WAKE WI )TI

11 --: 1.0 (Velot ily ',ol'ilo;) (fTlmbui1c'lt'. ' ,rn:.t -r) ('uu r ulente Plots)

A 0.350 0.0652 0.380

B O.57(0 0.0173 0.650

C 0.8.5 0.0120 0.800

DELTA 0.465 0.420

U = 0.66

A 0.1.70 0.088 0.300

B 0.280 0.018 0.630

C 0.510 0.01.5 0.650

DELTA 0.340 0.350

U = 0.375

A 0.100 0.045 0.300

B 0.315 0.034 0.890

C 0.590 0.031 1.140

DELTA 0.490 0.840

SLOTTFD PLATE
U =1.0

A (on tab) 0.1.45 0.064 0.300

B 0.560 0.0]1 0.450

C 0.840 0.007 0.600

DELTA 0.695 0.300

UJ= 0.66

A 0.225 0.039 0.370

B 0.265 0.015 0.500

C 0.375 0.013 0.550

DELTA 0.150 0.180

U = 0.40

A (on tab) 0.245 0.035 0.400

1 0.345 0.029 0.900

C 0.1440 0.280 1.130

DI.'JA 0.195 0.730

NC': DLTA is final riihus ini tial wake widtl.
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pziraoetc'r at: a given 1o cation in the asymptotic region in-

crcjaf;.s with I:oduction oF the vlocity rlitlo, U. At similar

U, the maximlukm turbu]re.cnc parameters for the flat plate wakes

exceeds thos'e for the slotted plate. This suggests that the

flat plate wakes are more turbulent than the slotted plate

wakes, and that the turbulence increases with a greater dif-

ference in the velocities of the two parallel streams.

Wake width was a major parameter used to compare the

mixing regions of the two plates tested. Wake width was

measured in two ways. From the turbulence parameter plots

the width of the wake was measured as the distance between

freestream turbulence levels across the wake. From the

velocity profiles, widths of the wakes were measured, taking

the boundary of the wake to be the point where the velocity

was 0.9 of the freestream velocity on the same side of the

wake. The wake growth rate from A to C, called DELTA, is

also given. These measurements are presented in Table 2.

For both plates, the wake width increases non-linearly

with downstream distance.- Theory indicates that the growth

of the wake depends on the square root of the downstream

distance for a two-dimensional plane wake (Ref 13:734). The

width of each velocity profile is influenced by U. At B and

C, in Table 2, width is largest when U = 1.0, drops when at

U = 0.66, and widens sliqhtly when the velocity difference

is greatest.

The wakes measured from the velocity profiles give no

conclusive evidence a.-, to which plate generally has the wider
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wake. For Lhb wake nea s.uremcn t. on ti i :;.ot td plate at A,

daila taiken from the tr -i_]inq edqe of the tab was used sinIce

it was at ti1e same z/D as the trailing .dqe of tll( flat plate.

At A, only when U is not unity, the slotted plate wake is

larger. At B, wakes are equal when U = 1.0, larger for the

flat plate when U = 0.66, and then larger for the slotted

plate when U is 0.40. At C similar ambiguity exists: When

U = 1.0, the slotted plate wake is larger; then when U is

less than 1.0, the flat plate wake is larger than the slotted

plate wake.

Definite trends are seen from the wake widths measured

from the turbulence parameter profiles: The wakes at B and

C show significant increases in size when the velocity ratio

is lowered from U = 0.66. For the flat plate, as the U is

lowered, wake width changes slightly at A. At B and C, wakes

decrease in width from U = 1.0 to 0.66, but increase by half

from U = 0.66 yo 0.375. The slotted plate wake width at A

increases slightly with decreasing U, whereas at B and C,

little change is seen from U = 1.0 to 0.66. From U = 0.66 to

0.40 the wakes at B and C nearly double.

The widths measured from the turbulence parameter pro-

files, compared at similar U, show agreement with the results

from the velocity profiles only for the cases of U = 0.66 at

B and C, where the flat plate wake consistently exceeds the

slotted plate wake.

The overal1 slope of the wake, that is the change in

width divided by the change in downstream distance, was as-

•uLunied to indicate the degree of mixing. The twelve DELTA
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values in vable 2 reprosent the final winus initial wake

widths. The DI':LTA wus not dividt_. by downstream distance

since the (istance from A to C was con;tant for all cases.

In all but one of the twelve calculations, the flat plate

wake is seen to have a larger slope than the slotted plate

wake, and hence grows at a faster rate. This supports the

conclusion that the slotted plate is not as good a mixer as

the flat plate, as tested here.

An optimum U for mixing was not found. The wake growth

rate for both plates shows a minimum when U = 0.66, and then

doubles when the secondary stream velocity is reduced to about

forty percent of the primary stream velocity. If a velocity

ratio for maximum wake growth exists for either plate, it

must be less than U = 0.66 unless other devices to enhance

mixing are employed.

The validities of the methods used to measure wake char-

acteristics will now be discussed. The wake widths derived

from the turbulence parameter plots are based on readings of

RMS hot film output. These readings were easily obtained,

since the readings on the RMS meter had little fluctuation in

general. As previously discussed, the freestream turbulence.

parameter is analogous to turbulence intensity, and so the

widths measured from the turbulence parameter plots should be

a dependable result. The wake widths based on the velocity

plots are judged to he less accurate. They are based solely

on the readings of the mean hot film output voltage. Accurate

average values of the mean voltage was difficult to obtain due
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to the f Iucua~tioiij in th , olt}put. Since the widths based

on thf, v(Iocity pr)files ,:1:w no definite t venH when the

two plaLe wakes are compared, the tuibuIencc pal-iameter widths

are considered as being more accur-ate. Wake growth rate can

be taken to represent the transverse fluctuating component

of velocity in the wake, and hence the rate of growth of the

wake represents the mixing (Ref 1:11). In Table 2, the DELTA

values indicate this wake growth rate. The DELTA values of

the velocity profiles agree wdth those of the turbulence

parameter profiles. Both suggest that the flat plate wake

has the more rapid growth rate. Thus, the wake growth rate

based on the velocity profiles is considered to be a more

accurate roprcsen' ation than the wake widths based on the

velocity profiles.

Error Analysis

In general, the data shows consistency. The velocity and

turbulence parameter points fall along curves with regularity

and little scatter. The day-to-day repeatability of the data

was confirmed on several occasions. Also, certain data points

were successfully repeated during the same test run.

Error in hot film measurements arise from many factors,

including dust accumulated on the sensor from the flow, and

changes in ambient temperatures. Tests were all run between

74 and 81 F. Ambient conditions were fairly stable during

the test period, but not all dust was removed from the flow.

To accounL for these sources of error the probes were rc-cali-

brated four times during the research. The maximum shift in
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the ea]|I-)Lion curves (]. ju r-s A-1 and A-2) shows an error

ol ]e;s thcn tlhre<o p)ercen . Tij .., urioi- J s takLan as reprc: enta-

Live of tle error in tie data, due to the electronics and hot

film variations.

Cebeci and Smith report typical turbulence levels en-

countered in wind tunnels (Ref 7:13). Turbulence intensity

of 0.2 to 0.4 percent corresponds to flow in a good tunnel

without screens, and 1.0 percent to flow in a poor wind

tunnel. Typical freestream intensity in this apparatus is

2.2 percent, and uniform.

It should be noted that since the single element hot

film probe was not rotated in the flow, the voltage fluctua-

tion measured represented only two of the three orthogonal

velocity fluctuation components present in the flow. These

were fluctuating components in planes perpendicular to the

wire. The third component was not accounted for in the

calculation of turbulence intensity, and so the calculated

turbulence intensity of 2.2' is lower than the real value.

Due to the length of the probe support and the turbulent

wake, the probe vibrated at approximately 1/8 in amplitude.

Probe vibration gives the hot wire an oscillating component

of velocity of its own in relation to the flow; and thus in-

troduces a source of error to the data. When the vibration

was held to a minimum no noticeable change was detected in

tlhc instrument readings. Probe vibration is not considered

to be a siqnificant source of error.
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V. CONC'US_ONS AND t6R;CO,1MMENDATIONS

i,'Prort, the r'csult. of this study the foll owing conclusions

are drawn:

1. The turbulence behind the flat plate is greater than

that behind the slottcd plate. Moreover, the flat plate wake

grows at a faster rate than the slotted plate wake. The flat

plate wake mixes the two streams of air better than the

slotted plate wake.

2. No velocity ratio of the two streams was found to

maximize the mixing for either plate. From turbulence

parameter profiles, the increase of wake width with down-

stream distance was found to double for both plates, from the

case of equal velocity in both streams to the case of the

slower stream reduced to about forty percent of the faster

stream. If an optimum velocity ratio for mixing exists, it

is less than 66 percent. The maximum level of turbulence

parameters, hence turbulence intensity, was found to increase

in proportion to the difference in the velocities of the two

streams.

3. The facility is determined to be of acceptable qual-

ity for the qualitative study of the mixing region of two

parallel air streams as seen from the flat plate data. It

provides turbulence intensity of 2.2%, which is uniform in t)

sideways direction. Flow in the plane of wake growth, or

vertical direction exhibits accelerated flow near the upper

and lower passage walls. This is a constant effect in the



apparatus, arId .;o infiu lene; -; only the flow lear the walls of

each tes;t indei , ndIrt of Lhe corrfiquiation tcsted.

4. Of th( methods u;od to characterize the mix.ing

regions of each plate the turbulence parameter plots were con-

sider(ed to be most accurate. Wake growth rates based on the

velocity profiles agreed with the wake growth rates based on

the tu rbu]ence parameter profiles. Widths of the wakes based

on the velocity profiles did not give conclusive results.

Recommdations

1. The freestream velocity profiles in the test section

are uniform in the sideways, but not the vertical direction.

This effect, which occurs in the plane of wake growth, is

most noticeable with decreasing velocity and is believed to

be czused by the elIiptically curved convergent section.

An ellipse of longer major axis would decrease this wall ef-

fect. For the purpose of comparing wake sizes, this wall

effect is believed to be a constant tunnel effect and not

dependent on the modification being tested.

2. Use of a thinner plate would decrease the thickness

of the wake and thus restrict its propagation into the wall

effect region. The effect of variation of slot geometry on

the mixing process could then be studied.

3. Optical systems such as Schlieren, could be used

to visualize the wake and wall boundary layers in the ap-

paratur; as constructed. By installing a suitable gas in-

jection device between the plate leading edge and the last
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JC l -eln, hoe i.m coul]d bc u sed to sed ono :t-reaoii to enhance

tl( quality of tl :,Izi go.

4. Invest-igatcion of the size of the turbu]ent eddies

in both cases is warr1anted. ]b]rger eddies would indicate

better mixing. A hot wire anemometer or laser velocimeter

could be automated with a data analysis system to enhance the

research effort.

5. It should be noted that the hot film length was the

same order of magnitude as the slot width dimension. More

dependable data could be attained near the slots by using a

smaller probe.

6. Certainly other trailing edge modifications are

imaginable. If the plate is partially severed by a series

of longitudinal cuts, and the resulting tabs are bent al-

ternately up and down, with vertical walls joining the ad-

jacent sides of each tab, a modification is formed which

should angle the flow up and down. Opposing sets of vortices

should be created in the shear layers of adjacent streams,

which would enhance mixing. Slots cut into these tabs would

constitute another modification.

7. The freestream turbulence of these tests was low in

comparison to that in actual. engineering problems. With the

application of cloths to change the velocity ratio, the free-

stream turbulence of the slower stream was also changed. A

logical extension to this study would be to study the effect

of freestream turbulence intensity on the growth of the wakes.
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APPf'NDi X

flot f i I m cal A bra Lion was conducted with a single-element

hot film prob_ mounted in the core flow of a metering orifice

jet. Procedures for calibrating the electronics are described

in the Thermo-Syr;tcms manual (Ref 11:1-1+). The probe and

accompanying electronics were exactly as set up for the ex-

perimunts. Facility air was piped through a metering unit to

a stilling chamber with a flow screen upstream of the metering

orifice. One side of a 100 inch manometer was connected to

the stilling chamber and the other side was open to the ambient

pressure.

With the hot film electronics turned on and warmed up,

the air was allowed to flow out of the orifice at a set pres-

sure differential. Several pressures were used to obtain a

voltage versus volocity calibration curve over the range of

data expectcd.

Velocity was calculated in feet per second from:

U = - PT

where: gc = 32.174 lbm-ft/ibf-scc
2

R = 53.35 lbf-ft/lbm-R, gas constant for air

T = F + 460, ambient temperature, deg Rankine

Y = 1.4, ratio of specific heats for air

PaIIIbI l x 13.6, barometric pressure converted to
in of water

PT =total pressure of the chamber, in water.
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